
Quantum Holographic Theory of Physics and Consciousness (QHTPC) 

 

I have introduced this theory in a previous post and all its elements but in different posts.  In 

this post, I combine the various elements of the overall theory building off three separate 

theories I have proposed related to developmental psychology and physics.  Here I have tried to 

depict how these separate theories could be combined.  Rather than repeating what I have 

written in these other posts, please refer to them to get the details of each theory.  The 

important aspect of this post is putting them together and how they build one off the other. 

The key element is that the QHTPC is developmental in nature and there is an innate acquisition 

device that we have evolved as humans in understanding our surroundings.  Which is a good 

thing but at the same time is very limiting in that we understand everything in a three-

dimensional spatial orientation.   Without this frame of reference all bets are off and a 

multiverse would become possible but it just ain’t so when you are within the confines of a 

Spatial Acquisition Device.  But that leads us to the Four States of Space Theory where motion, 

especially when it comes to empty space in motion, defines how we experience reality.  

 

 

 

 

    

----------------Quantum Holographic Theory of Physics and Consciousness--------------------→ 

 

Please read the other posts along with this one to get the details for what I am proposing.  All 

the key elements are described in those posts. 

The key element of the theory is the combination of psychology and physics in determining how 

developmentally we acquire our notions of spatial awareness.  Also, the introduction of object 

permanence is the light switch in moving from a quantum state to a more deterministic state.  

All dimensionality builds from the concept of object permanence, it is the starting point for the 

Spatial Acquistion Device, but it is also the switching mechanism from quantum mechanics to 

relativity.  Once the Spatial Acquistion Device is set, the discovery of the four states of space is a 

given: space is either full (mass) or empty, and/or moving or stationary.  Basically, with the four 

states of space, all the key concepts of gravity, time, energy can be defined and described by 

using these four states.  The Quantum Holographic Theory of Physics and Consciousness can 

then be viewed within the above three theories combined in a sequential fashion. 
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